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Abstract

Risk assessment is a critical step in the roadmap of medical device development.

Failure modes, effects and criticality analysis is a common approach based on declara-

tive prior information that proved beneficial in the risk assessment of well established

processes. But at early steps of development when innovative materials or technolo-

gies are embedded, the lack of experience on those innovations introduces too much

subjectivity in FMECA for a robust risk assessment. Since mid-2000, the Quality-by-

Design guideline has been proposed within the pharmaceutical industry as a proactive

engineering approach of drug development. This paradigm enables a data-driven risk

assessment throughout the development workflow, which completes risk assessment

provided by FMECA. Nevertheless, its implementation guide is unclear and not flexi-

ble enough to be efficiently applied to the development of medical devices. To address

this issue, a new QbD paradigm indexed on the technological readiness level of the in-

novative product is proposed. It covers the development of medical devices throughout

the whole preclinical phase and is composed of at least nine learning cycles. The first

part of this medical device QbD layout, composed of three consecutive risk assessment

cycles, is evaluated through a real study case with the objective to demonstrate the

proof of concept of a photobleaching controller in photodynamic therapy. Beyond this

experimental result, this application has confirmed practical ability of the iQbD ap-

proach to complete FMECA and to provide an alternative solution to risk assessment

when prior knowledge on the technological innovation is not available.

keywords: Medical Device, Quality-by-Design, Product Development, Risk Assessment,

Regulatory
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1 Introduction

The engineering of medical devices is a long and laborious road between the innovative idea

and post-market monitoring1 where a whole series of risks may cause extensive delays of de-

velopment. To prevent them as much as possible, a number of studies have been focused on

the modeling of the Medical Device Development (MDD) process2. In3, a Business Process

Model and Notation model is proposed to describe MDD in the European regulatory frame-

work while a Unified Modeling Language model is elaborated in1 to analyze the same process

in the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) context. Those graphical representations ad-

dress all aspects involved in MDD: product development, market introduction, regulatory

classification, standards and industrial property. Often used in innovation processes, mind

maps, a class of learning strategy developed in 70’s by T. Buzan4, are also used in Medicine5

to present complex information concisely and to facilitate the sharing of risk management

knowledge. In contrast to those analytic descriptions, Parameter Diagrams (P-diagrams)

are holistic models of a product taking the inputs from a system/customer and relates those

inputs to desired outputs of a design that the engineer is creating, also considering non-

controllable outside influences6. For each of these inputs, the engineer identifies parameters

and specifies numerical values to achieve the required output of the final product, and so

P-diagrams are relevant tools in brainstorming and documenting input signals, noise factors,

control factors, error states and ideal response.

However, all those graphical models cannot alone efficiently address risk assessment, a

critical step in the MDD roadmap7. That both applies to risks related to efficacy, safety,

quality as well as regulatory requirements. The application of risk management to medical

devices is essentially governed by the international standard ISO 14971 recently revised in

20198. In this standard, risk assessment mainly relies on the application of the failure modes,

effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) or equivalent methods detailed in ICH Q99. In those

approaches, a Risk Priority Number (RPN) is computed by evaluating both the severity (S),

occurence (O) and detectability (D) levels of hazards according to predefined scoring scales.

FMEA has been used as a risk identification and reduction approach for decades. It was
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initially developed by the United States Military in the late 1940s and has been successfully

applied for almost 70 years in a wide spectrum of industrial sectors10. However, a number

of reviews and studies11,12,13 have stressed limitations of this method such as the relative

importance among S, O and D is not considered; different combinations of S, O and D may

produce exactly the same value of RPN, but their hidden risk implications may be totally dif-

ferent; those three risk factors are difficult to be precisely evaluated; the conversion of scores

is different for the three risk factors; the RPN cannot be used to measure the effectiveness of

corrective actions; interdependencies among various failure modes and effects are not taken

into account; etc. In14,15, authors also insist on other weaknesses such as the sensitivity of

RPN with respect to the subjectivity/human errors. Indeed, evaluations of S, O and D are

based on declarative information provided by developer teams and become productive when

participants have gained some experience in the product and its manufacturing process. But

at early steps of development or when innovative materials or technologies are embedded,

the lack of experience on those innovations introduces too much subjectivity in FMEA for a

robust risk assessment and a complementary risk assessment methods is needed.

Several methods are already available to manage and validate quality in industry such

as Total Quality Management16, Lean Management17 and Design for Six-Sigma18 in which

Design of Experiments (DoE) techniques play a fundamental role. All those techniques

belong to the category of Quality by Testing where products are tested only after the design

and manufacturing steps. Unfortunately, when problems are detected then, it is usually too

late and it can take multiple cycles before getting it right. To anticipate technological risks

since the early development steps, J. M. Juran proposed in 1992 the concept of Quality by

Design (QbD)19.

Since mid-2000, new pharmaceutical development directives have been elaborated by

the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals

for Human Use (ICH) and are detailed in a set of five guidelines, noted Q8 to Q12. The

first guideline, ICH Q8, takes up the QbD concept in order to adapt it to today’s current

challenges within the pharmaceutical industry. Pharmaceutical QbD is a risk-based and
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proactive engineering approach of drug development that begins with predefined objectives

and emphasizes product and process understanding, based on sound science and quality risk

management20. The QbD implementation relies on a large collection of statistical methods

and tools essentially devoted to the design of experiments and the multivariate regression

analysis. One key differentiation point with previous quality management strategies is the

concept of Design Space. The latter is a probabilistic representation of the relationship

between between critical quality/safety attributes and formulation/manufacturing factors.

It allows developers to identify a region entitled Normal Operating Region in which the

probabilities of compliance with quality and safety specifications are acceptable.

In 2015, a FDA study was carried out to assess the applicability of QbD for coating

drug eluting stents. A first conclusion was QbD enhanced the understanding about the

medical device process development and more particularly its ability to identify rapidly

the critical factors affecting its quality attributes. Authors finally concluded that Design

Control methodology21 and QbD could certainly benefit from each other. More recently,

Martinez-Marquez et al. have presented a successful application of QbD to the development

of 3D printed bone prostheses and scaffolds22,23. Since 2019, a European project, entitled

TBMED, aims at developing an Open Innovation Test Bed (OITB) for high risk medical

devices that provides a single entry point to services along the whole value chain from

preclinical development to clinical testing. This OITB will fully rely on the QbD process.

However, the reality remains that much work needs to be done in this area. The lack of clarity

regarding the different stages of the QbD process can in part explain the small number of

applications to medical devices. Moreover, the current QbD paradigm is not flexible enough

and does not take into account the technological readiness level into account. In particular,

at early steps of development, the QbD implementation can be simplified.

To get a clearer vision of the complete QbD process suited to the development of medical

devices but also to address its lack of flexibility, we have proposed an adaptive scheme of

QbD indexed to the technological readiness level of the product. To assess its relevance in

practice, we have applied the new paradigm to a new medical device devoted to the realtime
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control of the photobleaching trajectory in photodynamic therapy.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts by setting out the foundations of

Quality-by-Design before presenting details of the new adaptive paradigm, the study case

and the materials for its implementation. Results are detailed in Section 3 and are discussed

in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. Additional outcomes of the study

are presented in a supplementary material freely available1.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Conventional Quality-by-Design

Quality by design (QbD) is an holistic, proactive and integrative approach initially proposed

for drug development that begins with predefined objectives and emphasizes product and

process understanding, based on sound science and quality risk management. The overar-

ching goal of QbD is to improve safety and efficacy, while additional benefits include the

reduction of cost and the potential for faster regulatory approval of new products. The

conventional QbD process is composed of seven main steps as presented in Figure 1.

[Figure 1 about here.]

2.1.1 Target Product Profile

The Quality Target Product Profile (QTPP) is a key strategic document that provides sum-

mary on the product under development; the product’s desired characteristics and features;

the studies and activities that must be completed to demonstrate the product efficacy, safety

and quality and the features that provide a competitive advantage. Each section of the QTPP

provides the opportunity to describe the key differentiating features and competitive posi-

tioning of the product to be developed. QTPP is a living document that has to regularly

updated throughout the project progress.

1https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-02937273
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2.1.2 CQA Definition and specification

A critical quality attribute is a physical, chemical or biological property or any other char-

acteristics, which has to be kept within a predefined range to ensure the expected quality

specification of the product to be developed. CQA can be regarded as measurable metrics

of efficacy/safety or quality objectives.

2.1.3 CMA and CPP Definition

Critical manufacturing attributes (CMA) belong to the first category of factors able to cause

variability of CQA. They are associated with the formulation parameters of the product.

Critical process parameters (CPP) are the second category of potential impacting factors

related to the manufacturing parameters. Initially, the concept of critical material attributes

did not appear in the ICH-Q8(R2) guideline but was only introduced in the ICH-Q11 concept

paper. Unlike CQA, CMA and CPP can be directly modified by the experimenters and are

used as technical means to indirectly control CQA values. In terms associated with the

control engineering field, CQA can be assimilated with output variables while CMA and

CPP are input variables.

2.1.4 Design space identification

A Design Space is the result of a Risk Mapping step. The concept of Design Space relies

on a multivariate representation in the CMA/CPP space in which at least three regions of

interest are identified:

• the Normal Operating Region (NOR) is a subspace in which it is very likely to meet

the CQA requirements. A mathematical definition of NOR is given in (2);

• the Proven Acceptance Region (PAR) is another domain in which the probability to get

acceptable product is still acceptable, but process adjustments of CMA/CPP should

be made to return operation to NOR subspace;
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• the Out Of Specifications (OOS) region corresponds to the case where the state of the

product is not acceptable. Investigations must take place to determine the reasons and

decide on a course of action (control strategy).

NOR =
{
x̃ ; P(Ỹ |y,x,x̃ ∈ Λ ) ≥ ρ

}
(1)

=

{
x̃ ;

∫
Λ

p(ỹ|y, x, x̃)dỹ ≥ ρ

}
(2)

where P(·) is a probability function, x̃ is a vector of values taken by the critical material

attributes and/or critical process parameters. {x̃} denotes the predicted NOR subspace, i.e.

a subset of CMA/CPP values for which we have a probability greater than ρ to fulfill the

expected performance specifications Λ on the predicted CQA: Ỹ . The other regions: PAR

and OOS are defined by the same equation but with different ranges for ρ.

2.1.5 Process Analytical Technology and Control Strategy

To implement QbD effectively, we need technology to enable the measurement of CMA/CPP

and then to inform about the location of the current product in the design space. This is the

role of the Process Analytical Technology (PAT). PAT tools have typically been spectroscopic

in nature. Methods such as near-infrared (NIR) and Raman spectroscopy are the most

commonly used tools. When a PAT system detects a process drift or change within the

process’s design space, actions can be made so that the desired state is always maintained in

the NOR area. This is the mission of the Control Strategy part. All data collected during the

manufacturing phase are organized and stored in a database which will be used to regularly

reassess risks and improve quality by updating the models used for the predictions. An

integrative scheme of the three technological compounds of QbD is presented in Figure 2.

[Figure 2 about here.]
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2.2 Assessment of the Technological Readiness Level

The Technological Readiness Level (TRL) is a development scale developed and proposed

by the NASA as a systematic metric/measurement system that supports assessments of the

maturity of a particular technology and the consistent comparison of maturity between dif-

ferent types of technology.24. It was initially used in space technology planning for many

years before its use in many other technological fields. Each level corresponds to a specific

development milestone. In biomedical engineering, the nine levels are specified in Table 1.

[Table 1 about here.]

2.3 TRL-indexed Quality-by-Design for Medical Devices

In this section, we propose a new Quality-by-Design process dedicated to the optimisation

(TRL3), maturation (TRL4) and industrialisation (TRL5) of innovative Medical Devices.

This new paradigm is presented in Figure 3. The complete risk-based development process

is decomposed in nine distinct cycles, noted QbDi.j where i ∈ 1, 2, 3 denotes the targeted

TRL value and j ∈ 1, 2, 3 is the risk assessment cycle index within each TRL stage.

[Figure 3 about here.]

• Optimisation Phase.

– Cycle QbD3.1 implements the criticality assessment of risk factors. Results can

be described by a Pareto diagram indicating the rank of critical effects.

– Cycle QbD3.2 is an empirical optimisation step. Results are described by a Re-

sponse Surface Model from which an optimal operating point is determined to

minimize or maximize some CQA variables related to efficacy or safety.

– Cycle QbD3.3 performs statistical testing to validate the optimal setting and to

potentially establish the proof of concept on a small number of subjects.
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• Maturation Phase. This phase aims at taking into account safety outcomes and at

confirming the efficacy of a prototype on a larger number of subjects.

– Cycle QbD4.1 deals with the criticality assessment of risk factors applied to the

prototype (TRL3). Results are still described by a Pareto diagram but classifi-

cation trees and interaction diagrams can also be used to refine the analysis of

additive and synergistic effects.

– Cycle QbD4.2 is a risk mapping step. Results are described by a Design Space in

which a normal operating region is identified.

– Cycle QbD4.3 performs a validation step of the normal operating region.

• Industrialisation Phase. This phase aims to develop a GMP-manufactured product

able to be used in clinical trials.

– Cycle QbD5.1 carries out the scale-up analysis of the design space on the GMP-

manufactured product from experimental data collected in GLP context. Those

Good Manufacturing Practices and Good Laboratory Practices are mandatory for

authorizing clinical trials (TRL>5).

– Cycle QbD5.2 aims at validating the normal operating space at the industrial

level.

– Cycle QbD5.3 implements the process analytical technology (PAT), i.e. the tech-

nological compounds to measure the critical process parameters and control their

location in the design space. An analytical QbD study is also planned to assess the

capability of PAT to provide accurate and reliable measures of CPP. A database

management is also included to collect, store, organize and protect manufacturing

data.
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2.4 Realtime Light Controller for Photodynamic Therapy

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an alternative treatment for cancer that involves the ad-

ministration of a photosensitizing agent, which is activated by light at a specific wave-

length25,26,27. This illumination causes after a sequence of photoreactions, the production of

reactive oxygen species responsible for the death of the tumor cells but also the degradation

of the photosensitizing agent, which then loose the fluorescence properties. The phenomenon

is commonly known as photobleaching process and can be considered as a therapy efficiency

indicator. In28, a real time controller was developed, which enables the tracking of a pre-

set photobleaching trajectory by modulating the light impulses width during the treatment

sessions. The biomedical issue of the new medical device is to enable a personalized light

dose application during photodynamic therapy but a first proof of concept (TRL3) has to

be established and the QbD process presented before has been applied to this study case.

2.5 Qualitative Crticality Assessment

To enumerate all potential causes able to affect CQAs, an Ishikawa diagram was firstly

produced29. This representation consists in grouping causes into major categories to identify

and classify these sources of variation.

In a second step, the Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis was applied to filter

and rank the first list of process parameters10. FMECA has been around since the 1940s

and its role is to identify potential problems that may occur in the manufacturing, assembly

and design processes. During this process, the development team sort the risks from highest

to lowest through a RPN risk analysis. The RPN (risk priority number) is an estimated

metrics of the likelihood of failure. RPN is computed as the product of three quantities:

severity (S) of the consequences on the CQA, frequency (F) of occurrence and the degree of

non-dectectability (ND) of the cause.
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2.6 Design of Experiments for QbD3.1: Criticality Assessment

As illustrated in Figure 3, the QbD3.1 cycle aims at refining the criticality assessment of

material attributes and process parameters after the FMECA application. To test the re-

maining factors, a Plackett-Burman design was chosen to collect informative data with a

minimal number of trials and to enable the ranking of their effects on CQAs. In this study

case, the six tested factors are described in Figure 4 and their experimental modalities are

presented in Table 2. For reasons of simplicity, the structure of the reference trajectory

W (t) for the photobleaching trajectory is a straight line.This pattern has the advantage to

get only two parameters that are meaningful for the clinician: the targeted photobleaching

level Pbend and the treatment duration TD. The implemented Plackett-Burman design is

described in Table 3. Five replications were used and a randomization of treatment order

was applied in each run. Each replicate corresponds to a different position of the optical

fiber collecting the fluorescence spectra on the tissue.

[Figure 4 about here.]

[Table 2 about here.]

[Table 3 about here.]

To estimate the additive effects of each factor from the experimental data collected during

the Plackett-Burman design, an ANOVA model structure without interaction terms was used:

Yl = b0 +
6∑

i=1

bi ui,l + El, (3)

where l = 1, · · · , n is the number of the experiment in the design, ui is the i− th factor to be

tested, b0 is the average response when all factors take their reference level, bi is the effect of

the i − th factor while El ∼ N (0, σ2) is a normally distributed random variable describing

the modeling residuals. Yl is a fitting criterion between the reference trajectory, W (tk), and

the observed photobleaching curve, z(tk) computed over all the discrete time instants tk. It
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is computed from the following formula:

Yl = 100

(
1− ‖Wl(tk)− zl(tk)‖2

‖zl(tk)− µz‖2

)
, (4)

with µz: the mean value over the replicates of zl(tk). A perfect tracking of the reference

trajectory leads to Yl = 100%.

2.7 Design of Experiments for QbD3.2: Response Optimization

After the first risk assessment cycle of ObD3, the second loop presented in Figure 3 only

focuses on the previously identified critical parameters. The objective is to identify the

values of those impacting factors leading to optimal values of the investigated CQA. To that

aim, a quadratic response surface model is used and described as follows in the case of two

process parameters:

Yl = b0 +
2∑

i=1

bi ui,l +
2∑

i=1

bii u
2
i,l + b12 u1,l u2,l + El, (5)

with: l = 1, · · · , n: is the index of the assay in the design of experiment; u1 = TD

is the duration of the treatment and u2 = Pbend is the targeted endpoint value of the

photobleaching trajectory. n: is the total number of experiments to be carried out in the

design; b0: value of the mean response; bi: additive effect of the i− th factor; bii: quadratic

effect of the i− th factor; b12: interaction effect of the two factors on the studied response;

El ∼ N (0, σ2): modeling residual described by a normally distributed variable.

All the model coefficients have to be estimated from the experimental data collected

after experimentation. To that aim, a central composite design was applied to 27 mice. The

nine conditions of experimentation of this design are defined in Table 4 and each point was

repeated three times.

[Table 4 about here.]
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2.8 Design of Experiments for QbD3.3: Reproducibility Testing

The last cycle of the maturation stage is a confirmatory study, which consists in assess-

ing the photobleaching response reproducibility and in comparing it with and without the

photobleaching tracking controller. To that aim, we have applied a completely randomized

design to compare the reproducibility response between the two groups composed each of 10

subjects. For every run with the controller, different light signals were delivered as shown in

Figure 7. The mean cumulated light dose applied to the animals is noted µD (mJ/cm2) and

is given by:

µD = Irr ×

10∑
i=1

TD∑
tk=0

vi(tk)

10
× Ts. (6)

Irr = 0.16 mW/cm2 is the light irradiance generated by the LASER, vi(tk) is the i−th binary

control signal and Ts the sampling period. This total light dose was applied 10 times on

mice in a continuous illumination pattern (open-loop method). Finally, the reproducibility

of each method (with and without controller) was assessed by comparing the variability of

Y in the two cases.

2.9 Animal model

2.9.1 Mice

Experiments were performed on 6 to 12-weeks-old female nude mice (nu/nu) weighting be-

tween 25 and 30 grams. They were provided by Janvier breeding (Le Genest St Isle, France).

2.9.2 Photosensitizer

For this study we used tetraphenyl chlorin (TPC) diluted with a mixture of polyethylene

glycol (PEG400), ethanol and water (3:2:5). The injected PS dose was 2 mg/kg and was

performed intravenously. After injection, the mice were kept in dark during a drug-light

interval of 24 hours.
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2.9.3 Experimental protocol

Experiments were performed under volatile anesthesia consisting in a mixture of isoflurane

and air. Induction of the anesthesia is conducted under 4% of isoflurane and maintained

under 2% during the treatment. During the experiments, mice were placed on a heating

plate maintained at 37◦C.

3 Results

This section presents the main outcomes of the iQbD process proposed above and applied

to the photobleaching controller in photodynamic therapy.

3.1 QTPP

Intended Application The intended application is the treatment of actinic keratoses,

which are thin pre-cancerous lesions that might turn into skin cancer if not treated. These

lesions are mainly present on the patient scalp, hands and shoulders.

Device Description

[Figure 5 about here.]

The closed-loop control scheme of the photobleaching phenomenon during the photodynamic

therapy is presented in Figure 5. The objective is to enforce the photobleaching process to

follow a reference trajectory. To sum up, this realtime controller shall allow to:

1. reconstruct the photobleaching curve from fluorescence spectra measurements regularly

collected during the treatment;

2. automatically adapt the duty cycle of the light impulse signal to track the reference

decline trajectory.
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Expected Efficacy the objective is to demonstrate the ability of the photobleaching con-

troller to track a preset reference trajectory.

Quality another aspect to be demonstrated deals with the reproducibility of the photo-

bleaching response.

Contraindication during PDT, pain often manifests as a burning, stinging or prickling

sensation and usually peaks in the first minutes of treatment and declines significantly after

eight hours30.

Preclinical Testing this preclinical study shall to establish the proof of concept of the

PDT controller by following up the TRL-indexed QbD approach proposed in section 2.3.

In accordance with this new paradigm of development, the maturation stage (QbD3) was

applied to the PDT controller.

3.2 Identification of Critical Process Parameters

Cause-Effect Modeling The resulting Ishikawa diagram of the qualitative cause-effect

modeling of the PDT controller is presented in Figure 6. Some variability factors were

gathered to simplify the representation.

[Figure 6 about here.]

Qualitative Criticality Assessment In this step, the different causes enumerated in

the cause-effect diagram were analyzed by the FMECA method in which severity, frequency

and non-detectability scores were evaluated to compute their risk priority number. The

complete FMECA results are given in a supplementary material2. The most critical factor is

the potential lack of accuracy for the positioning of the optical fiber. Particular attention was

brought to fix this background variable during the experimental session. We only kept the

2https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-02937273
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factors with a relative criticality index greater to C = 4%. Seven parameters are considered

but one of them related to the optical parameters cannot be controlled and its effect is taken

into account in the error term of the analysis model defined in (3). The six remaining factors

are involved in the empirical criticality analysis presented in the next section.

3.3 Results of the QbD3.1 cycle

As illustrated in Figure 3, the QbD3.1 cycle starts by refining the criticality assessment of

material attributes and process parameters. After the FMECA application, six risk factors

were selected as probably the most critical ones. Table 5 shows results of the ANOVA test

applied to experimental data collected during the application of the Plackett-Burman design.

One factor, u2 (photobleaching trajectory endpoint), appears as to be active (b2 ≈ 145 with

p ≈ 1.2 · 10−9). Two other factors could have non-negligible effects: u1: treatment duration

and u5: the fluorescence measurement period. The negative estimated value for b5 means

we have to reduce u5 to increase the tracking performance described by Y . Accordingly, we

fixed u5 at its minimum level: 1s.

[Table 5 about here.]

3.4 Results of the QbD3.2 cycle

A central composite design was applied to the two critical factors previously identified in

order to determine their cause-effect relationship with Y whose mean values are given in

Table 4.

[Table 6 about here.]

Figure 7 shows the photobleaching trajectories measured during the triplicate application of

the central composite design. These data show that the controller is able to support different

slopes of the reference trajectory up to a certain point: small Y values (around 30 %) were

observed for fastest (experimental point (+1,−1)) and slowest (experimental point (−α, 0))
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decreases. Such issues are due to the ON-OFF operating mode of the controller, which does

not allow LASER amplitude modulation. Estimation results related to the identification

of the response surface model of Y are presented in Table 6. They show that only u2 has

significant additive (b2) and quadratic (b22) effects on Y . Finally, the response surface model

built from (5) is given in Figure 8 and was used to find out the optimal operating point. The

coefficient of determination is equal to R2 ≈ 0.62, which is acceptable to predict optimal

settings in in vivo studies.

[Figure 7 about here.]

[Figure 8 about here.]

3.5 Results of the QbD3.3 cycle

In order to assess the reproducibility of the photobleaching trajectory tracking with the

proposed controller, a confirmatory study were performed with the optimal operating point.

At the end of the treatments, the fluorescence index reached a mean of µPbend
= 53.3%

(σPbend
= 2.3%). The mean total light dose applied for this modality was µD = 14.4 mJ/cm2

(σD = 4.7 mJ/cm2). An equivalent continuous illumination was then performed 10 times in

order to obtain the same light dose (approximately 90 seconds).

Figure 9 compares the values of the trajectory tracking performance (Y ) in the two

control modes: without and with photobleaching trajectory tracking. A statistical summary

is presented in Table 7. All those results clearly emphasize the improved reproducibility of

the innovative photobleaching tracking controller in practice and therefore demonstrate the

proof of concept.

[Table 7 about here.]

[Figure 9 about here.]
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4 Discussion

4.1 QbD position in relation to FMEA.

As previously mentioned in introduction, the application of risk management to medical de-

vices is essentially governed by the international standard ISO 14971 in which risk assessment

mainly relies on the application of the failure mode and effect analysis. In FMEA, a Risk

Priority Number (RPN) is computed by evaluating both the severity and occurence levels

of hazards according to predefined scoring scales and declarative information provided by

developer teams. A number of FMEA limitations were stressed in the literature11,12,13,14,15

but those structural deficiencies do not dismiss it. Moreover, unlike the drug situation ,

mechanism of action for many medical devices is well understood. The effect tends to be

localized rather than systemic and is physical not pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic.

Additionally, whereas drugs are discovered and basically don’t change at all, devices evolve

and are constantly changing. Therefore, FMEA is better suited to be applied to medical

devices than drugs. Nevertheless, if FMEA can help to identify which parameters are more

or less critical, there is a need to complete it by a complementary approach able to refine the

estimation of critical risks through the application of data-driven modeling techniques. In

this study, Quality-by-Design was assessed as a potential candidate to carry out this mission.

In the Quality by Design framework, the risk assessment relies on the estimation of

probabilities to fulfill specifications related to efficacy, safety and quality requirements. Those

probabilities requires the measurement and modeling of critical quality attributes from data

collected during experimental studies with statistically designed protocols. The design of

experiments can be applied from the first investigation tests to provide unbiased results

from a small amount of assays. This is why QbD can be defined as a data-driven and

model-based approach of risk assessment in the context of product development. The use of

experimental data and empirical models is a key difference from FMEA.

Another facet of the complementarity between the two approaches concerns the risk

mitigation, since the QbD cycle includes a step entitled Process Analytical Technology used
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in conjunction with a process control strategy to adapt in line values of some critical process

parameters to maintain the operating point within a desired region of the design space.

4.2 QbD adaptation for medical device engineering.

Unlike pharmaceuticals, very few applications of QbD exist for medical devices. One major

issue is to adapt the risk-based engineering to the development needs, which differ according

to the technological readiness level: TRL3 consists in establishing a proof of concept while

TRL5 aims at validating a GMP-manufactured product tested in GLP framework. The key

contribution of this study is to propose a double hierarchical decomposition of the conven-

tional QbD workflow to better select the most appropriate risk assessment methods and

tools at each development step. The new development paradigm is entitled TRL-indexed

QbD (iQbD) and is split up into three main stages associated each with TRL: 3, 4 and 5.

Within each stage, three consecutive data-driven risk assessment cycles have been proposed

to efficiently address the question raised. For the TRL3 stage, goals of the three consecutive

cycles are to perform criticality assessment, efficacy optimisation and validation to establish

an empirical proof of concept. For the TRL5 stage, the three cycles aim at identifying the

design space at industrial scale, validating it and implementing technology for the control

strategy (risk mitigation). Each risk assessment cycles involves the implementation of ex-

perimental designs and multivariate regression/classification techniques. Each cycle can be

replicated several times before validating the results and moving on to the next one. The

iQbD organization in two decomposition levels also clarifies the development workflow and

its successive outcomes. This better readability should contribute to increase its applicability

to the development of innovative medical devices.

In the previous section, we have applied the proposed iQbD paradigm to the development

of a new medical device: a realtime photobleaching controller developed to improve the

reproducibility of the therapeutic response in photodynamic therapy. More precisely, the

objective was to demonstrate the proof of concept in laboratory of the innovative controller

through in vivo tests. Accordingly, only the QbD3 stage was implemented and its three
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learning cycles were executed to identify critical factors, determine optimal settings, validate

them and finally establish the proof of concept. This real application has shown how this

iterative and risk-based development method allowed us to reach TRL3 in only three risk

assessment cycles, which emphasizes its practical relevance. However for simple medical

devices or components, the application of the three consecutive empirical investigation cycles

is not mandatory and only one can be enough, e.g. when the number risk factors is small.

In the near future, the objective of the subsequent QbD4 study will be to demonstrate

the efficacy of the closed-loop PDT strategy and to examine how it could reduce the pain

due to treatment. Other applications to medical devices under development at TRL4 and

5 are on going in the TBMED project3. Although the scope of the iQbD approach initially

covers the whole preclinical phase, convergences in the clinical context have been recently

proposed31,32,33 and provide promising perspectives to extend iQbD up to TRL 8. One

important perspective of investigation consists in determining more accurately how QbD fits

in the FDA Design Controls (21.CFR.820.30) for Medical Devices. In particular, a roadmap

is still needed to use the QbD and FDA design control requirements for the risk-based

development of drug-device combination products.

4.3 QbD application scope.

Engineering risks involved in pharmaceutical and medical device development can be handled

by QbD. ICH Q834 and Q1135 guidelines clearly split up two categories of input risk factors

considered in QbD: the critical material attributes essentially associated with the product

design and the critical process parameters related to the manufacturing step. Since a few

years, the international committee of harmonization has also introduced the quality by design

in its guideline for good clinical practice: ICH E636. However, human activities and usability

in particular but also management and business risks are not covered by QbD.

3https://www.tbmed.eu/
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4.4 QbD economical benefits.

Another line of investigation is to assess the return on investment of QbD analysis. Its

purpose is not to speed up the engineering process but to avoid bad estimation of risks that

could postpone the product development and so cause critical financial consequences for the

developer. However, in practice, since 2012 and a survey carried out on 12 companies37, no

other economical study was performed. As mentioned in38, during the early stages of QbD

introduction, the business case was based on qualitative potential benefits in a few key areas:

minimized manufacturing-scale development studies, fewer quality issues, greater flexibility

to optimize postlicensure, improved patient-focus for the product, more clinically meaning-

ful product specifications, and reduced effort in regulatory interactions. Nevertheless, the

business case for QbD can be difficult to establish because QbD has several tangible and

intangible benefits that are challenging to quantify. This pending issue not only concerns

pharmaceutical products but also medical devices.
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Figure 1: Quality-by-Design constituents: QTPP (Quality Target Product Profile), CQA
(Critical Quality Attributes), CMA (Critical Material Attributes), CPP (Critical Process
Parameters), Design Space, PAT (Process Analytical Technology), Control Strategy, and
Data Management for Continuous Improvement.
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Figure 2: Organization of the technological compounds in QbD to implement the measure-
ment, the storage and the control of critical process parameters.
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Figure 3: QbD Implementation Process indexed according to the Technological Readiness
Level of the product to be developed. iQbD is decomposed into three stages: optimisation
(TRL3), maturation (TRL4) and industrialisation (TRL5). Each TRL stage is also decom-
posed into three consecutive data-driven risk assessment cycles. Each cycle can be performed
several times according to the results of the validation tests.
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Figure 4: Set of critical process parameters to be tested.
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Figure 5: A closed-loop control scheme of the photobleaching control in PDT. The photo-
bleaching controller compares the measured photobleaching trajectory (green) with the ref-
erence curve (red) and modulates the width of light impulses L(t) to minimize the tracking
error. PS(t) is a step signal describing the administration of a preset amount of photosen-
sitizing drug at time instant: t = 0. O2(t) is the amount of oxygen is the illuminated tissue
and is considered as a disturbance variable. S(t) is the output variable and corresponds to
the viability of cells at time t.
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Figure 6: Cause-effect diagram of the Photobleaching Controller on the Tracking Perfor-
mance
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Figure 7: Nine sets of photobleaching responses measured during the central composite
design. Each experimental condition was repeated three times.
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Figure 8: Response surface of Y (%) deduced from response predictions computed from
model (5). u1 = TD (min) and u2 = Pbend (%)
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Figure 9: Box-plots of Y characterizing the reproducibility of the photobleaching responses
for the common PDT treatment and with the photobleaching controller. They show a
significant reduction of the output variability (p < 0.01) when the photobleaching tracking
controller is used.
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TRL Technological Milestone

1 Basic principles observed and reported

2 Technology concept and/or application formulated

3 Initial Proof-of-Concept (established on a small number
of observations)

4 Validated prototype whose efficacy and safety have been
validated in laboratory on a large number of experimen-
tal units.

5 GMP product whose efficacy and safety were tested in
GLP context.

6 Feasibility study (MD) / Phase I study (Drug)

7 Pivotal study (MD) / Phase II study (Drug)

8 Pivotal study (MD) / Phase III study (Drug)

9 Access to Market

Table 1: TRL scale for the development of innovative medical devices and drugs39. MD:
Medical Device. GMP: Good Manufacturing Practice. GLP: Good Laboratory Practice.
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Table 2: Description of factors involved in the design of experiments devoted to the criticality
assessment
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Table 3: Description of the Design of Experiments based on a Plackett-Burman (Hadamard)
matrix. The design was replicated five times in a randomized order of the experimental
conditions. Each replicate corresponds to a different position of the optical fiber collecting
the fluorescence spectra on the tissue.
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Experimental point Pbend (%) TD (min) Mean Y (%)

(0, 0) 55 22.5 83.5

(+α, 0) 80 22.5 49.5

(+1,+1) 73 27.8 46.5

(0,+α) 55 30 79.3

(−1,+1) 37 27.8 82.7

(−α, 0) 30 22.5 39.7

(−1,−1) 37 17.2 81.8

(0,−α) 55 15 75.7

(+1,−1) 73 17.2 30.7

Table 4: Experimental points coordinates and the corresponding mean fitting coefficients
(n=3)
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Estimate Std. Error t-value Pr(> |t|)
b0 -150.99 22.98 -6.57 1.82E-07
b1 26.59 17.37 1.53 0.135
b2 145.19 17.37 8.36 1.18E-09
b3 7.41 17.37 0.427 0.672
b4 -0.759 17.37 -0.044 0.965
b5 -24.57 17.37 -1.415 0.167
b6 7.57 17.37 0.436 0.666

Table 5: Results of the ANOVA analysis.
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Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> |t|)
b0 -216.78069 285.523673 -0.7592 0.45615
b1 8.210335 4.408906 1.8622 0.07663
b2 8.728852 18.216433 0.4792 0.63677
b12 -0.037718 0.097562 -0.3866 0.70293
b11 -0.074034 0.034598 -2.1399 0.04426
b22 -0.15181 0.385864 -0.3934 0.69797

Table 6: Results of the parameter estimation applied to the response surface model.
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Parameter Open-loop Closed-loop

µY (%) 71.3 83.3

σY (%) 23.4 2.5

Table 7: Main statistics (average and standard deviation) of the fitting coefficients Y for
open- (without controller) and closed-loop (with controller) modes.
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